Maximal transcriptional activation by the IHF protein of Escherichia coli depends on optimal DNA bending by the activator.
Transcriptional activation in prokaryotes can be mediated by at least two different mechanisms: direct contacts between the activator and RNA polymerase or modulation of the overall geometry of DNA. In the latter case, an activator protein that bends DNA favours contacts between the DNA upstream of the activator binding site and the back of RNA polymerase. The architectural protein integration host factor (IHF) of Escherichia coli bends DNA and activates transcription at several promoters. We have isolated mutants of IHF that maximize transcriptional activation by adjusting the bending angle of the DNA. The amino acid residues of IHF that adjust the bending angle are close to the DNA and probably make electrostatic interactions with the DNA. We show that transcriptional activation is maintained when the IHF binding site is moved further upstream or when its orientation is inverted, and we conclude from these data that direct interactions between IHF and RNA polymerase do not participate in activation. IHF acts merely by bending DNA; weaker bending leading to stronger activation. We propose that wild-type IHF induces too strong a DNA bend (180 degrees) for optimal interactions between DNA upstream of the IHF binding site and the back of RNA polymerase.